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Abstract – IP address lookup to route data packets is an important
function in a router and improving this function improves the
overall performance of the router. From the data structures used
for the prefixes representation, there are the trees that represent
prefixes with their binary values. However, this data structure
requires an improvement because of the longest prefix function
search complexity. Our approach is used to improve the routing
information search time in the prefixes values binary tree by
periodically reorganizing the tree according to the use of prefixes;
the most recently used prefixes are stored in the higher levels of
the reorganized binary prefixes value tree (RBPVT) which
improves the data packets routing time. The tests and evaluation
of the access memory number of the longest prefix match search
algorithm shows that the IP address lookup algorithm based on
our RBPVT tree improves the performance of the IP routers in
terms of average memory access number.
Index Terms – IP routers, IP address lookup algorithm, CIDR,
binary prefixes value tree.

1. INTRODUCTION
On the Internet, the communication between machines is
performed by packets of information [1] [2][3]. Once the
machines transmit their packets in the network, there are the
routers that forward the packets on network links to their final
destinations. The rapid growth in the number of Internet users
results the increase in the size of routing tables and complicate
the data packets routing operation.
To forward packets, the routers must determine where to send
each incoming packet. More exactly, the routers must be finds
for each incoming packet, the next-hop address of the router
and their output port number through which the packet should
be sent. We call these concepts the "routing information".

table for decide where to send it next, this operation is called
IP address lookup. More specifically, the router searches in
their forwarding table to find the longest prefix matching the
destination IP address of the incoming packet. To do this, the
prefixes are compared bit by bit to the IP address of incoming
packets and that the routing information associated with the
longest of the matching prefixes should be used to forward the
packet.
The entries in the forwarding tables have been increasing as the
number of Internet users is increasing, the longest prefix
matching search operation becomes very complicated, and for
this, several researches and studies have been proposed in the
literature that have addressed this problem and improve the
router's performance which is directly related to packet
processing time.
In this paper, we propose a data structure for presenting the
prefixes of a routing table in order to improve the time search
of the longest prefix matching IP address in routers. Our data
structure is called reorganized binary prefixes value tree
(RBPVT) and it is based on the principle of reorganization of
the binary prefixes value tree proposed in the literature [4], our
tree is restructured periodically to store the most recently used
prefixes in the nodes of higher levels of the tree to accelerate
the prefixes research operation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the previous works. In section3, we present our detailed data
structure and IP address lookup algorithm, and finally, Section
4 presents the performance evaluations and comparisons with
other previous works followed by conclusion and future works.

The router use the destination IP address of each incoming
packet and searches the routing information in its forwarding
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2. RELATED WORK
In the following sections we introduce and classify some
software approaches that are proposed to tackle the IP address
lookup operation problem.
The majority of all recent algorithms use trees data structures
to represent the prefixes stored in the routing table [5], [6], [7],
we have classified the existing trees data structure according to
the principle of prefixes representation in the trees into binary
representation of the prefix, transformation and representation
prefixes in the form of IP address ranges, and binary prefixes
values tree.
2.1. Binary trees prefixes
The prefixes are bit strings of varying lengths [8]; they can be
naturally represented by a binary tree [11].
Binary tree is a simple data structure which represents prefixes
with paths from the root to the leaf; the next hops are stored in
the internal nodes or the leaves, however the number of
memory accesses required evaluating the next hop is much
higher. In order to reduce the depth of the tree, Multibit trees
[9], [10], [11] are one way to reduce the memory accesses
number and to optimize the time needed to find the longest
prefix.
In the inner of the binary tree may exist internal nodes with
only one-child nodes, these nodes must be traveled even though
no branching decision is made which remove the search speed.
A levels compression and paths compression techniques are
used to remove this problem, such as LC-trie [12], [13] and
patricia trie [14].
On the other hand, most tree data structures include many
empty internal nodes i.e. to not store any information. The
authors of the paper [15] propose a longest prefix search
algorithm based on a data structure called priority trie. This
algorithm exploits the empty internal nodes of the binary tree
to store the longest prefix among the prefixes belonging to a
sub-tree rooted by this empty node. Hence the memory space
occupied by the tree is reduced. In [16], the authors propose a
longest prefix matching search algorithm using a binary tree
with dynamic content, the content of this tree varies according
to the IP addresses handled by the router. This algorithm
exploits the empty internal nodes of the binary tree by placing
prefixes copies of the least recently used nodes in the higher
levels empty node of the tree. The binary trees prefixes does
not depend on the length of preﬁxes, it can be readily migrated
to IPv6.
2.2. Prefix Range Search
As prefixes are of arbitrary lengths and can be represented by
intervals (the start point and end point), some algorithms have
been proposed to search with these endpoints. The authors of
[17] use a binary search on the end points representing the
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prefixes, but pre-computation is necessary for the data structure
updates operations. In [18], an algorithm is proposed to
improve the performance by using a B-tree structure to prevent
pretreatment of the data structure in [17], but each prefix may
be stored in multiple nodes. In [19], a new algorithm is
proposed to improve performance by storing one node for each
prefix. In [20] another tree data structure is used to store the
end points of the ranges of IP addresses (height-balanced
inorder-threaded binary search tree).
All these range-based algorithms can achieve the worst case
lookup performance of O(logN) (N is the number of prefixes in
a routing table) [21]. These algorithms are expected to be good,
with respect to the scalability to a large routing table or to the
migration to IPv6, since are performs the balanced binary
search and does not depends on the length of preﬁxes [5].
2.3. Binary search based on prefix value
The binary search algorithms based on prefixes values are used
to provide trees without empty nodes i.e., all nodes in the tree
stores data. In order to search on the binary values of the
prefixes, the latter should be sorted according to their binary
values. The mechanisms based on the binary prefixes values
provide a technique for comparison of different prefix lengths
[22]. To reduce the depth of the tree, the weighted prefix tree
(WPT) [23] considers the number of descendents in the choice
of the root of each level. The WPT tree constructed has a
shorter depth and is more balanced than the binary tree
prefixes. The multiple balanced prefix trees (MBPT) [24]
constructs more balanced trees with disjoint prefixes only [25].
The longest prefix first search (LPFST) [26] place the longest
prefixes in the upper levels of the tree such that the length of
the prefix stored in each node is greater than or equal to the
lengths of prefixes of his child, by this technique the routing
information search process ends when the destination address
of the incoming packet matches a prefix before arriving at a
leaf. The authors of [26] propose a balanced binary search
algorithm based on the binary search tree. This algorithm
builds a binary search tree with only the leaves of the classical
binary tree and create in every node a vector for contains a
nested prefixes.
Most of these proposed techniques use balanced trees that
uniform search time in the tree, but the problem is that the depth
of these trees generally depends on the number of prefixes in
the routing table, and then it is possible arriving at a complexity
which exceeds O(w) where w is the maximum length of
prefixes.
In this paper we proposed an IP address lookup algorithm that
uses a Binary tree where the most recently used prefixes are
firstly founds in the tree. In our proposed algorithm, the most
recently used prefixes for previous forwarded packet are stored
in the upper levels of the tree which speeds generally the IP
address lookup operation in the forwarding table. Our tree can
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be classified in the last class of data structures presented above
in the state of the art.
3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

PV: The priority value of the prefix.

In the classical binary tree each prefix is represented by a path
from the root to a node of the tree, but the tree contains empty
nodes that do not store any information which consumes more
memory space. Empty nodes increase the height of the tree, and
consequently increase the search speed. To eliminate these
problems the binary search algorithms on the prefix values are
used to provide trees without empty nodes i.e. all tree nodes
stores useful data. In this kind of tree, prefixes should be sorted
according to their binary values [22].
The objective of our proposition is to accelerate the longest
prefix search operation in the tree by storing the most recently
used prefixes in high levels of the prefix value tree. To
determine the most recently used prefixes, we propose a
mechanism to evaluate the use of prefixes stored in the tree, our
mechanism associated with each prefix a variable containing a
value called “priority value” that is reduced (evaporated) with
the passage of time and increased by a constant value when
accessing the node that contains this prefix, This value is
updated with the longest prefix match search operation. Our
longest prefix search algorithm updates the priority value using
the formula 1. Then we compare the prefixes according to this
value, if this value is higher, the prefix is considered mostly
used and must be placed in a high level in tree.
On the other hand we have proposed a periodic evaluation and
reorganizing of the prefix tree in order to take account of the
new priority values of prefixes. Our algorithm has to
reconstruct the tree of prefixes again if the majority of prefixes
are located in positions not meeting its priority values. To
decide a reorganization of the tree, it must firstly, evaluate the
organization of prefixes in tree using the formula 2. For
reorganize the tree, firstly, sort the prefixes according to their
priority values, and then insert the prefixes one by one in the
tree according to the comparative relationship proposed in [22]
and initialize their priority values.
3.1. Structure of a tree node
The figure 3 illustrates the structure of a node in the
reorganized binary prefixes value tree proposed. The tree node
stores the prefix, the output port (OP), the priority value (PV)
of the prefix, the last priority value updates time (LPVUT), and
two pointers to the left and right child of the node.
Prefix

OP

VP

LPVUT

Child_ L

Child_L and Child_R: Pointers to the left and right childs of
the node respectively, or Null.

Child_ R

Figure 1 Node structure

LPVUT: The time of the last priority value updates.
3.2. Calculation of the prefix priority value
To search the output port to an IP address of an incoming
packet, the algorithm traverses the tree that represents all
prefixes in the routing table using the bits of the IP address to
find the longest prefix in one of the tree node that matches the
IP address.
In our proposition the longest prefix search algorithm has
updates the priority value field associated with each node
contains a prefix in the tree that allows us to take an idea on the
use of prefixes in the routing table by the router.
The priority value associated
(evaporated) with the passing of
constant value when accessing the
in the tree. The priority value is
following formula:
Pv t  t    

with a prefix reduced
time and increased by a
node containing the prefix
updated according to the

1
 Pv t   Q
t

Where,
  0,1 : Is the evaporation coefficient which defines the
decrease rate (evaporation) of the priority value between time t
and t+∆t.

∆t: Is the time interval between two successive prefix accesses.
VP t  : Is the priority value of the prefix P at time t.

Q: is a constant value added to the old priority value when
accessing the prefix.
The choice of ρ is important, because if ρ gets too close to 1,
then priority value stagnation is observed. Similarly, choosing
ρ ≈ 0 implies too rapid decrease (evaporation) of the priority
value, then, leads to select the most used prefix but not the most
recently used.
3.3. Tree organization quality
The tree organization quality depends on the prefixes positions
in the different levels of the tree, the tree is good organized if
the most recently used prefixes are in the upper levels of the
tree and the least recently used prefixes in the lower levels. To
better understand the evaluation technique of the tree
organization quality we provide the following definitions:
Definition1: Prefixes priority value

Prefix: The prefix of the routing table
OP: The output port matching the prefix in the routing table.
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The prefix priority value Pv is a real value associated with the
prefix in the tree, this value represents the density of the recent
prefix uses by the router.
Definition2: level priority value
The level priority value of the prefixes tree LPV(i) is the mean
of the priority values of the prefixes stored in the nodes of a
level i in the tree.
Definition3: tree organization quality
The tree organization quality is calculated using the following
formula:
N

TOQ 

 LPV i  1  LPV i 
i 1

N 1

}
/* the function Sort_Tree sort the elements of the old tree
in descending order according to priority value PV */
Procedure Insert_element(Tree, Prefix)
{If (Tree = Null) {
Create_Node(Tree)
Tree↑.Prefix←Prefix;
Tree↑.PV ← 0 /*PV is a
priority value */}
Else
If Prefix < Tree↑.Prefix
Insert_element(Tree
↑.Child_L, Prefix)
Else
Insert_element(Tree ↑.Child_R, Prefix)}
Figure 2 shows the initial binary tree applied to the prefixes of
table 1. The prefixes priority values are initialized to 0.

Where,
TQO: Is a value representing the tree organization quality.
LPV(i): Is the priority value of a level i in the prefixes tree.
N: Is the levels number of the prefixes tree (tree depth).
The prefix tree is of perfect quality if and only if, whatever two
prefixes Pi and Pj stored in the nodes of two levels i and j such
as i is less than j implies that the Pi priority value is greater than
Pj priority value.

Prefix

Lengt Out Prefix
Length
h
put
2
A
111111
6
port
*
3
B
110100
6
*
3
C
110101
6
*
1
D
111100
6
*
3
E
1100*
4
Table 1 Example of routing table

00*
010*
101*
1*
111*

Really almost impossible to organize the prefixes in a perfect
quality tree since during construction of the prefix tree must be
taken into account two parameters: the priority value and the
comparison between prefixes defined in [22].

110100

0

3.4. Building the proposed reorganized tree
The proposed tree is initially constructed as a binary tree of
prefixes proposed in [22], is a tree without empty nodes i.e., all
nodes in the tree store useful data. To search on the binary
values of the prefixes, the latter must be sorted according to
their binary values.
In our prefix tree, prefixes priority values are modified over
time, our algorithm periodically evaluate the tree organization
quality based on formula 2, if the organizational quality value
exceeds a threshold α, it causes the shaft rebuild operation as
follows: firstly, sorted in descending order every tree prefixes
according to its priority values, then insert the prefixes one by
one in the new tree based on the comparison of relationship
between the binary values of prefixes defined in [22].
/* O_Tree and N_Tree: The old and new tree respectively */
Procedure Construction_Tree(O_Tree,N_Tree)
{ List← Sort_Tree(O_Tree)
While (List<>Null)
{Insert_element(N_Tree,
Head_List(List))
List Next (List)}
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Output
port
F
G
H
I
J

101

111100

0

0.5

010

1

111

111111

0

0

0

0

00

110101

0

0

Figure 2 The RBPVT initial tree created from Table 1
110100

1
101

111100

0.2

0.5

010

1

111

111111

3

2

2

3

00

110101

1

5

Figure 3 RBPVT tree with modified priority values
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It is assumed that after a period, prefixes priority values are
modified as shown in the tree in Figure 3.
Assuming that the maximum of the organization quality
threshold value of the tree α = 0.5, the organization quality
value is 0.66, this value is calculated by the formula 2 based on
the priority values of the tree in figure 2, then the tree must be
rebuilt again as shown in figure 4.

LP←Recherche(Tree↑.
Child_D, Adr_IP); }
4. TESTS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
During testing of our algorithm, we used 3 routing table of
different sizes:
Routing tables
Table 1
Table 2
Table 3

110101

0
101

111100

0

0

Sizes
5000 prefixes
10000 prefixes
15000 prefixes

Table 2 Size of routing tables used during the tests.
010

1

111

0

0

0
00

110101

111111

0

0

0

We implemented the data structure and the proposed algorithm
and we simulate the longest prefix search operation in an IP
router. During the simulation we consider the following two
criteria: average number of memory access and total number of
memory access.

Figure 4 The RBPVT tree rebuilt from the tree of figure 3
We note in the tree of figure 4 that the prefixes have high
priority values are mounted to higher levels in the tree.

For each simulation scenario we test our algorithm with a
manufacturing routing table and multiple data streams (set of
data packets).

3.5. The longest prefix search

Scenario 1

The search procedure is simple, recursive and similar to the
search procedure in a binary search tree. The procedure returns
the longest prefix match if it exists and NULL otherwise.
It is important to note that the search procedure always starts
with the most recently used prefixes that are stocked in the
higher levels of the tree which improves the overall search
time. The search procedure is as follows:

In the first scenario we used the routing table1 contains 5000
prefixes and it tested for the search algorithm using three data
streams in the form of packets tables. The sizes of the packets
tables used are the following in table 3:

Tree: Is the RBPVT Tree.
ADR_IP: Is the IP address of the input packet.
PV: The priority value of the prefix.
LP: The longest prefix.
Q and ρ: Are constants.
∆t: Is the time interval between the time of the last update and
the current time.
Procedure Search (Tree, Adr_IP)
{If Tree = NULL then Return
NULL
Else
If (Adr_IP match
Tree↑.prefix)then
LP ← Tree↑.prefix;
Return LP ;
Tree↑.PV← ρ *(1/∆t)*PV+Q
Else
If (Adr_IP<Tree↑.prefix)then
LP←Search(Tree↑.Child_G,
Adr_IP)
Else
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Paquets tables
Table 1
Table 2
Table 3

Sizes
1100 paquets
1300 paquets
1500 paquets

Table 3 Packets tables sizes used in the first scenario.
Scenario 2
In this scenario the second routing table of Table 2 is used
(10000 prefixes) and the search algorithm is tested with three
data stream, where, the sizes are as follows:
Paquets tables
Table 1
Table 2
Table 3

Sizes
3100 paquets
3200 paquets
3300 paquets

Table 4 Packet tables size used in the second scenario.
Scenario 3
In the third scenario it used the third routing table contains
15000 prefixes, so we tested our search algorithm on three
other data stream, where, the sizes are as follows:
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Paquets tables
Table 1
Table 2
Table 3

Sizes
8000 paquets
8050 paquets
8100 paquets

Table 5 Packet tables sizes used in the third scenario.

The figures 5, 6 and 7 shows the comparison results of our data
structure before and after reorganization with the classical
binary tree data structure of prefixes [1] testes in the three
previous scenarios. The comparison is in terms of average and
total memory access number of the longest prefix search
algorithm using several routing tables and several data streams
(packets tables).

Figure 5 Results of the first scenario with a routing table 1.

Figure 7 Results of the third scenario with a routing table 3.
In all scenarios we noticed that our tree presents considerable
improvement of two tested criteria (average number of memory
accesses and total number of memory access) before and after
reorganization compared with the classical binary tree[1], on
the other hand we found that our tree after reorganization has a
small improvement in terms of average memory access number
from the same tree before reorganization and since the most
recently used prefixes are stored after reorganization of the tree
in the nodes of the high levels of the tree which improves the
prefix search time.
Once a prefix is used for forwarding the first packet of a data
stream, it is sure that the router reuses the same prefix for
routing packets of the same flow remaining, and then the prefix
is found after reorganization in higher levels of the tree.
5. CONCLUSION

Figure 6 Results of the second scenario with a routing table 2.
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An IP address lookup algorithm in the IP routers based on
reorganized binary tree has been proposed. The data structure
used for representing the prefixes is in the form of a prefixes
values binary tree, this tree is reorganized periodically to
improve the longest prefix match search time, the tests and
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evaluation of our approach demonstrates that the search time of
an IP address match search algorithm based on the prefixes
values binary tree after reorganization is better than the same
search algorithm using the tree before reorganization. Our
proposed approach improves search time by storing the most
recently used prefixes in higher levels of the tree after
reorganization.
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